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The 2017 Toyota Yaris has an almost-perfect predicted ... Additionally, both the standard five-speed manual transmission and the available four-speed automatic hamper acceleration, and neither ...

2017 Toyota Yaris: What You Need to Know
While it’s still firmly in concept mode, the Magneto is also interesting in that it features a six-speed manual transmission ... Subaru and parent company Toyota to place the concept on its ...

Electric cars 2021: Every EV still to come this year and beyond
The Toyota 86, Subaru BRZ ... and 258 pound-feet of torque to the front wheels through either a six-speed manual transmission or an available seven-speed dual-clutch gearbox with paddle shifters.

The 15 Fastest Affordable Cars in 2021
When Toyota ... manual transmission. Models with automatic transmissions will cost $20,500, or an increase of $125. LE V-6 models will have a base MSRP of $23,040, or an increase of $260.

Camry's New Body, Old Soul
Providing superior performance in heavy and medium sized trucks as well as buses, the Toyota-backed Hino is one of the fastest growing truck producers in the US. Whatever role you need your truck to ...

Used Hino Trucks for Sale
Lows Can't keep up with the competition, annoying touchpad, shows its Toyota roots in places ... wheel drive has a 3.5-liter V-6 that produces 260 horses and mates to a six-speed automatic.

2018 Lexus IS
The 4.0-liter V6 puts out 260 horsepower and 271 pound ... with a six-speed manual transmission. It still feels like Toyota knew this was only going to be a fling and not a love story, so it ...

2014 Toyota FJ Cruiser
Like the Toyota Supra and Mazda RX-7 before it ... about the 1994–96 Buick Roadmaster is that they feature the 260-hp LT1 V8 from the Corvette. Seriously. This was an enormous, lame-as-all ...

80s and 90s Cars to Invest in Now
The all-new model of the SUV will continue to retain its boxy silhouette It will also feature a centrally placed digital MID along with manual AC control ... peak power and 260 Nm of peak torque.

Updated Force Gurkha Official Images Leaked Ahead of Launch
and the turbocharged 2.0L I4 LTG gasoline engine producing 250 horsepower and 260 pound-feet of torque.

The 2022 Chevy Malibu Will Drop These Two Paint Colors
Yeah, there's no massive touchscreen connected to an iPhone, but in compensation the six-speed manual transmission shifts ... eagerness in its character. With 260 horsepower aboard, the 2003 ...

We Revisit Acura's Greatest Hits from the 2000s
The online configurator for the 2022 Cadillac CT5-V Blackwing has just been launched in the U.S. Prices for the 668 hp super sedan start at $84,990 with the six-speed manual transmission and rise ...

Now Is The Time To Spec Your Perfect Cadillac CT5-V Blackwing
If you don't need to eke out the G70's full performance potential, Genesis will continue to offer this sedan with a 2.0-liter turbo I4 base engine, making a relatively healthy 252 hp and 260 lb-ft ...

2022 Genesis G70 first drive review: New enough for now
That aforementioned horsepower output is joined by a 564 lb-ft of torque rating, and the power output from the front electric motor is 268 hp/260 lb-ft ... there are three manual settings ...

First Look: 2022 BMW iX xDrive50
The second is a 260-horsepower, turbocharged 2.4-liter boxer ... The Outback also comes with paddle shifters and an ersatz manual mode, though clicking the plasticky paddles didn’t really ...

2020 Subaru Outback Review: The Rugged Lifted Wagon for People Who Don’t Want a Jeep
At the height of rush hour on the 401, the peace of mind factor EyeSight adds is money well invested and it gets the owner away from the five-speed manual gearbox. One of the hold-over quirks is ...

Commuter Review: 2021 Subaru Impreza
That figure gets 1 mpg better on the highway in the manual version thanks to its extra gear. My 260 miles of mixed driving ... Nissan Xterra, Toyota FJ Cruiser, Hummer H3, Suzuki Samurai and ...

2017 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited
The 2.0-liter four-cylinder makes 252 horsepower and 260 lb-ft of torque and punted the ... hold gears at redline without upshifting when in manual mode, a new exhaust valve opens to allow more ...
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